soaring profits is no more sound than the political
uneasiness of those who are turned off a t the idea
of A.B.hI. sentinels near their cities..Yet both of
these unhelpful attitudes are present factors and
political realities.
In the pause engendered by the opponents in
the debate, President Nixon and Secretary of
Defense Melvin Laird have a measure of freedom
to outline and advocate their own policies. It is
:I matter of concern that they stand some distance from each other-at least in terms of the
rhetoric they employ. President Nison has for
practical purposes wiped out the contention that
the A.B.hI. is intended as a defense primarily
against China, a cont‘ention pi~eviouslpaccepted
only h y Americans and, it must lie said, not by
all of them. It must then be measured against
stnndards provided by the Russians. And President Nixon went on to say that in terms of weapons systems in a nuclear age “sufficiency” is a
more appropriate term than “superiority” or
“parity.”
The Secretary of Defense, however, clings to
the term and, we conclude, to the concept of
“superiority.” If these words have not been deprived of meaning, the distance hetween the
President and the Secretary is great. There is
ndditional reason to be uneasy about the approach the Secretary of Defense brings to the
A.B.11. deliate. For he argues that the Sentinel
A.B.Xl. system of the U S . could be used as a
liargaining point, i.e., that it could lie sacrificed
if the USSR would sacrifice something in return.
As a primary argument to support the proIiferation of an already enormous weapons system this
is simply untenable. If, for example, the U.S. were
not to win that bargaining point, it would be
forced to go ahead with the threatened proliferation or to reveal its threat as empty. And even the
dultious merits of the A.B.11. system \vodcl then
lie shined up for general approliation.
Although the world does not stand still, least
of all in terms of armaments, there is little reason
to question the judgment implied in the annual
reports issued by Robert 1IcNamara when he was
Secretary of Defense: the U.S. and the USSR both
have a second-strike capability. Both great nuclear powers have, that is, a sufficiency; they
could effectively destroy each others’ society. The
major task now, as it has been for some time, is
to extend not the arms race h i t the area in which
the major powers can agree to further selfimposed limitations.

J. F.
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THE PUEBLO:
TRADITION & CHANGE
As tlie Pueblo affair dies down, at least temporariIy, and Commander Lloyd M. Bucher’s fate
commands less of the nation’s attention, the questions posed by the entire Pueblo episode remain
resistant, compelling and unanswerable.
There was nothing romantic about Cmdr.
Bucher’s cap ttri-e, imprisonment or the messy
circumstances of his release. Nor did his own
uneven response to a number of hard questions
win him additional sympathy. Nevertheless there
will lie quite justifiable uneasiness if whatever
l ~ u r d e nand blame is to be assigned rests wholly
or even primarily on his shoulders.
Something unsatisfactory inheres in the very
mechanisms by which Bucher‘s actions are to be
assessed. For those actions are to be considered
within a framework, a tradition that was appropriate and adequate to a time that seems suddenly
far removed. It is Bucher’s fate to reveal by his
actions and his trial how inadequate much of
that tradition is today. The U.S. Code of Conduct
thus joins the honorable list of traditions now
being re-examined.

i,
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